From: Office of the Registrar <reg@rice.edu>
Sent: Saturday, July 4, 2020 2:14 PM
Subject: Important: ESTHER Adds/Drops (2-Week "Pause")

From the Office of the Registrar . . .

ATTN: All Rice Students (Continuing through Fall 2020)

This week you received correspondence including information on Rice’s plans for the upcoming Fall 2020 semester. At present, some academic departments and instructors are making adjustments to their planned (Fall 2020) course offerings.

In order to give academic departments and instructors a chance to make these course changes, we are “pausing” ESTHER registration (adds and drops) for a period of two weeks. While you will still be able to see your student registration and schedule, you won’t be able to make schedule changes (adds and drops) until ESTHER registration is reopened on Monday, July 20th.

Please Note:
— The online Course Schedule will continue to be “live”, at: https://courses.rice.edu/
— Various characteristics of a course are noted there, including course type, method of instruction, etc.

As noted in the information distributed earlier this week, some courses (those with an actual or projected enrollment of greater than 25 students), will shift to an online method of instruction. Because the overwhelming majority of Rice courses have enrollment below that, most will continue to be face-to-face and have a primary in-person component. Over the next two weeks and where applicable, as academic departments and instructors make their course changes, they will appear in the online Course Schedule, at:

  https://courses.rice.edu/

Thank you. We look forward to seeing you this coming Fall!

With questions (about registration, the course schedule, etc.), please e-mail us at: registrar.rice.edu
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